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Kingdom story brave legion tips and tricks

Funny and whimsical take on Romance of the Three Kingdoms like never before! Enjoy deep gameplay and spectacular magic effects in Kingdom Story! Progress through the conspiracy of the Chinese three kingdoms period in history. Collect tons of powerful and cool warriors. Build your base from a quaint little base to an impressive military city! Control
China in World Domination mode! Challenge your compatriots in epic PvP matches. Interested in Chinese history? Did he love the Warriors dynasty? An RPG fan with a bunch of great characters? Kingdom Story is a mobile RPG for you! CREATE THE ULTIMATE TEAM The biggest and most famous fighters from Chinese history appear here! Guan Yu,
Zhao Yun, Gan Ning, Zhuge Liang and many others to collect. Mix strategically and combine your lineup to take advantage of team bonuses that come from character relationships! TAKE OVER ANCIENT CHINA World Domination mode provides a unique experience! Start at your base on a map of ancient China, take over the territory and appoint your
generals governors! Beware of rebellions and invasions from rival factions! Experience the timeless story of the Three Kingdoms Kingdom Story is a comedic and hilarious take on Romance of the Three Kingdoms, the most famous piece of Chinese literature. Get to know the deviousness of ruler Wei Cao Cao, the courage of guan yu hero and the genius of
Chinese strategist Zhuge Liang! Build and customize your base Starting with just a small military base, build farms, walls, mines, and even hotsprings at the request of your heart and grow your base into the largest military city of ancient China! The appearance and layout of the base is up to you to decide! Competing with other Kingdom Story players is
PVP's strategic and satisfying. Decide your formation among strategists, melee fighters, middle-range fighters, archers and members of the royal family, each with different skills and abilities. Mix and match and make up the best team that steamrolls the competition. Download Kingdom Story today! Follow @playkingdomstory on Facebook and Instagram and
@KingdomStoryRPG on Twitter for the latest news and updates! Facebook: welcome to the story kingdom: Brave Legion tutorial! This will be a complete step-by-step guide guide with game tips, advice, tricks, answers and solutions for iOS and Android strategy game, Kingdom Story: Brave Legion from NHN Corp.We are a community for Kingdom Story:
Brave Legion players trying to help each other during the game so that someone can contribute and share their tips, and experience in this page's tutorial. Please post any Kingdom Story: Brave Legion tips, tricks, secrets, or any kind of help you have for this game in the comments section below. Kingdom Story: Brave Legion is a strategy video game
developed by NHN Corp and released on iOS (iPhone / iPad) For more details about the app, see app reviews. Gameplays Questions Here you will find all kingdom story brave legion gameplay tutorial videos, including some cheats to help you get super high scores! Please bookmark your video with this page tutorial so don't miss any of the new kingdom
story: brave legion games played by many people around the world. This board is to discuss anything related to Kingdom Story: Brave Legion games. Need help? Ask us! Welcome to the Beginner's Guide to Kingdom Story: Brave Legion. Here are some tips and tricks to move forward with the game, increase your team's overall performance and quickly level
your officers in the game. Content Do scenario first When you finish with the course, do the scenario phase, if possible (Main Menu-&gt;Battle-&gt;Scenario). This is where you get Warlord EXP, Officer EXP, Gold and other items. As your Warlord level increases, you will be able to unlock more features in the game. Be sure to also do the elite ones where you
can get officer medals that you can unlock new officers. Try to clean each stage with 3 stars (By not letting any of your officers die) because you will receive all the rewards for the chest (Tap chest to get). You will also be able to 'Stage Rush' that stage that instantly clears the stage without going through the entire battle. When you select a stage, you will be
able to select your officers for battle (maximum 5/6 officers). The higher your team's overall performance, the easier the difficulty of the stage. By placing certain officers on the team, you'll also get more enthusiasts (Click and hold one of the team bonuses on the left for information). If you've cleaned up a stage before, you can farm that stage multiple times
by clicking Retry Battle (Switches the battle to automatic mode). Which officers should I get and keep? The most important rule is to keep the stronger officers that are the officers that you have earned has a maximum of 7 stars after the full rank up. This is because in the latter stages of the game and PvP battles, enemies will be much stronger and these
officers can evenly match them once they have a rank of up to 7 stars. You could keep some of your junior officers because they can provide your team with more enthusiasts. These are several ways to recruit officers, but the best ways are by doing 'Reward' events and through 'Premium Recruit' /'Special Recruit' in the banquet hall. This is where you can
spend your golden ingots for the chance to get a 7 star max officer. I highly recommend saving your golden ingots until you have about 3000 summon 10 times. This will be guaranteed by a 7-star max officer. Every 24 hours you will only be able to open a free premium recruit once, so make sure you do. When it comes to unwanted officers, you can use them
as materials to place you on your For example, use your unwanted 3-star officers to level them up and upgrade them until you can rank up each one. Once they reach 4 stars, you can use them as materials to line up your powerful officers to increase your star rank to 5 stars and so on. Another thing to note is that the officers you have acquired will be placed
in reserve, so if you want to level up/upgrade or use your officer to fight etc., you will first need to recruit (Main Menu-&gt;You Are Filling &gt; on the Left &gt;Officer-&gt;Reserve-&gt;Select Officer-&gt;Recruit). List of levels Here you can check the list of levels to see if your officers you have acquired are good or not. [Link] Set your battles to Auto Battle mode
After you've won multiple levels, you'll be able to set the battle to Auto Mode (tap Auto Battle in the lower-right corner). I highly recommend doing as there is not much strategy if you want to set your officers' skills manually. Setting a battle to Automatic Mode automatically activates your officers' skills as they are available. You can also speed up the battle by
clicking the &gt;&gt; button in the upper-left corner. How can I increase my officer's power? You can increase your officer's performance through the Ancient Hall building or by selecting your officers (Main menu-&gt;Attacks '&gt;' on the left &gt;Officer-&gt;Select an Officer). EXP Up/Level Up Other than playing in a scenario or domination, you can use
unwanted officers as balancing materials to increase officer level. You can also level up officers using various drugs from the Medicine Shop (to be built first) for tons of EXP officer. You can build a Training Yard building and assign officers to get an EXP. Upgrade Each officer can be upgraded up to 5 times to increase his overall stats. The chances of
upgrade success will depend on the star rank of this officer material (Higher Star Rank = Higher Chance of Success). Don't worry, because the chances of success will increase (as a bonus) for another upgrade if it fails. Rank Up For an officer to rank up, he must meet 2 of the following requirements: He must reach the maximum level reaches +5 Upgrade
Ranking Up officer to successfully increase his star rank by 1 and also his ability. It also allows you to equip a higher degree of equipment, and gain advanced skills after reaching the next star rank. Awakening If you have acquired officers that you already owned, you can use them as wake-up materials to increase the officer's awakening level (up to +99).
Increasing the officer's wake level will also increase your officer's stats. Wake levels are permanent and don't get reset EXP Up/Upgrade/Rank Up. You can also use Ascetic Yu Ji (Obtained from Boss Battle) as a wake-up material to enhance your officer's awakening (Does not increase overall statistics as well as duplicate officers). Fusion If you have 4 4star officers, officers, they can use it to merge into a 5-star officer plus get the Zixu Shangren Medal. You will need an Elixir from Namman (Get From Boss Battle) and Gold in order to perform Fusion. Listing This is where you can use 4-star officers as materials to obtain Ascension Stones. You will need an elixir from Namman (Get from Boss Battle) and
Gold in order to extract. The higher the reference level of the extracted officer, the more ascension stones you get. Ascend For Officer Ascend, must meet 4 of the following requirements: Must reach level 70 reaches +5 Upgrade Max level of all skills Reach Awaken level 99 (+99) Usually, the amount of gold needed to ascend officer will be about $2 million
Gold. $100k Gold for each attempt to upgrade $500-$600k Gold for maximum balancing skills of $1,250,000 Gold for Ascend + 2 Zixu Shangren and 50 Ascension Stones After the successful rise of the officer will receive some new upgrades and increased stats. Elementary upgrade equipment pets customized equips for additional stat increases equipment
Each officer will have 3 types of equipment that you can equip to increase your stats (click '+') and sort up. To know how to get one of the devices, select any device you want to get, and the game will tell you which phase, which specific device will drop. Equipment with a 3-star rating or higher allows them to be further upgraded using unwanted equipment or
EXP powders (obtained from boss battles and trade). Skills This is where you can upgrade your officer skills to enhance its effect and damage (requires gold). Decorate This is where you can purchase decorative items for some officers to change their appearance (plus bonus stats). Elementary upgrade (ascending officers only) Elementary upgrade
increases elementary attack power and resistance (max upgrade is +99). Elementary resistances increase for each element except the one against which it is weak. Improvements to the physical element will increase resistance to attack and damage. You will need elementary essences and gold to be able to elementary upgrade. Sigils Sigils include a
variety of abilities that you can upgrade with gold. If you equip sigils that belong to the kit, you will unlock special abilities for this officer. Build all different types of buildings Be sure to also build each building from the main menu, because some features will be unlocked only after you have built some buildings (Main menu-&gt;Status). Some buildings can also
be upgraded to increase its effect and production (Tap the building and select Upgrade). Farm – produces food for phase scenarios. You can create more farms to produce even more food. Notch - increases the capacity of food. You can also create more yaks or build a lavish vet to increase food capacity. Gold mine - produces gold. You build more gold
mines to produce even more gold. Warehouse Warehouse Gold capacity. You can also create additional warehouses or create a rich warehouse to increase gold capacity. Sanctuary - Allows you to level up pets. Altar - Allows you to perform exceed, EX Upgrade, Menu and Limit Break officers. Ascension Stone Refinery - Produces Ascension Stone Shards.
Academy - Produces Skill Books to balance skills. Golden Arch - Allows you to get a tribute. Training Yard - Allows you to train officers for EXP. Shop - Allows you to purchase various items. Medicine Shop - Allows you to level up officers using elixir of experience and other medicine. Forge - Allows you to upgrade weapons and armor. Guild Castle - Allows
you to create or join a guild. Be sure to upgrade your castle as some buildings will be unlocked/upgraded after reaching a certain castle level. Join the Guild If you haven't done so, I would suggest joining the guild as soon as you can (Main Menu-&gt;Ap '&gt;' on the left-&gt;Guild). This is where you can donate Dragon Seals for rewards and make guild wars
about Dragon Seals. You can exchange those Dragon Seals for different items in the Guild Shop. Complete missions and events Make sure you complete missions, especially the daily and weekly ones, as you will earn a lot of rewards and also get a lot of Warlord EXP that you will be able to level up much faster. Also, be sure to complete the events located
in the upper right corner of the main menu for tons of rare rewards and even new officers (Rookie Mission, Blessing, Reward, Event, Reward for Playing Time, etc.) On the side note, some of the rewards can be collected from the mailbox, so always check the mailbox frequently (Main menu-&gt;Energe '&gt;' on the left-&gt;Mailbox). You can also activate
temporary bonuses using Hot Time. Best Team Songs Closing &amp; Helpful Links Thank you for reading and we have come to the end of this guide. I hope it helped you play better, and level up a little faster. Finally, here are a few other links that can be useful to you, good luck and happy playing! Kingdom Story Wikia - [Link] Charles (not Xavier) is a wellknown angry player who throws controllers, flip tables and bottles ... But oddly enough, he's never break a smartphone before. Before.
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